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Abstract- MapReduce  is  a  very  popular  parallel programming  model  for  cloud  computing  platforms,  and  has become  
an  effective  method  for  processing  massive  data  by using a cluster of computers. Program language -to-MapReduce 
Automator is a possible solution to help traditional programmers easily  deploy  an application  to  cloud  systems  through 
translating  sequential  codes  to  MapReduce  codes.M2M Automation  mainly  focuses  on  automating  numerical 
computations  by  using  hadoop  at  the  back  end. M2M automates Hadoop,  for  faster  execution  of  Matlab  commands 
using MapReduce code. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, the volume of data is growing at an 
unprecedented  rate.  For  the  purpose  of  processing 
very large  amounts of data,  Google developed a 
software framework called MapReduce, to support 
large distributed applications using a large number of 
computers, collectively referred to as a cluster. 
Followed by Google’s work, many MapReduce 
runtime systems have rapidly emerged. For example, 
Apache Hadoop was developed for data-intensive 
distributed applications. As an open source software 
framework,  it  helps construct  the  reliable,  scalable, 
distributed systems. Without automatic parallelization 
software for many applications, the usage of cloud 
computing will be limited. In other words, we cannot 
utilize massive computing power in the system unless 
we can perform effective automation. Recently, 
several SQL-like declarative languages and their 
translators have been built and integrated with 
MapReduce to support these languages.  For 
example, Hive is a production SQL-to-MapReduce 
translator, which has greatly increased the 
productivity of writing database codes on cloud 
systems. Hence, YSmart is developed.YSmart 
significantly reduces redundant computations and I/O 
operations in the MapReduce execution. However, 
SQL-to-MapReduce translators mainly focus on 
SQL-like queries, but not on numerical computation. 
Matlab is a high-level language and interactive 
environment for numerical computation, 
visualization, and programming, which is very 
popular in engineering. We propose and develop a 
simple Matlab-to-MapReduce automator, called 
M2M, for basic numerical computation. 
 
II. BACKGROUND 
 
A. MapReduce 
MapReduce is a popular parallel model which is 
designed to handle and generate large scale data sets 
in distributed environment.  It provides a convenient 
way to parallelize data analysis process. Its 

advantages include conveniences, robustness, and 
scalability. The basic idea of MapReduce is to split 
the large input data set into many small pieces and 
assigned small task to different devices.  The  process  
of MapReduce  includes  two  major  parts,  Map  
function  and Reduce  function.  The  input  files will  
be  automatically  split and  copied  to  different  
computing  nodes.  After that the inputs will be sent 
to Map function in key-value pair format. 
  
The  Map  function  will  process  the  input  pairs  
and  also generate intermediate key-value pairs as 
inputs for Reduce function. The Reduce function will 
combine the inputs that have the same key and 
generate the final result.  The  final result  will  be  
written  into  the  distributed  file  system.  The users 
only need to implement Map and Reduce functions. 
They  do  not  need  to  concern  about  how  to  
partition the input which is automatically done by the 
model. The model will make tasks assigned evenly to 
every machine. Sometimes, to reduce communication 
overhead, a optional part Combine function can be 
employed.  The  Combine function  can  be regarded  
as  a  local  Reduce,  combines  the results  from  Map  
function  together  locally,  and  returns  a single 
value for Reduce function. 
 

 
Fig 1. MapReduce Architecture 

 
B. Hadoop 
Hadoop  is  an  open  source  software  framework  
which implements  MapReduce  model.  It  provides  
a  Hadoop Distributed  File  System  (HDFS)  as  the  
global  file  system running  on  a  cluster.  Multiple  
independent  MapReduce jobs  can  be  executed  at  
same  time  in  Hadoop  platform.  
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These jobs can be scheduled using either fair sharing 
or First-In-First-Out (FIFO) scheduling. The 
execution of a MapReduce job in Hadoop has three 
steps. First, the JobTracker assigns a portion (e.g.  a 
64MB data chunk) of an input file on HDFS to a map 
task running on a node. Then the TaskTracker on the 
node extracts key/value pairs in the chunk, and 
invokes the map function for each pair. The map 
output, namely the intermediate result, is sorted and 
stored in local disks.  Second, all the intermediate 
results on all nodes are transmitted into inputs of 
reduce functions. This step fetches the results via 
HTTP requests, partitions and groups the results 
according to their keys, and stores each partition to a 
node for reduce. 
 
Finally, each reduce function reads its input from its 
local disks, and outputs its result to HDFS via 
network. 
 
C. Matlab Commands 
 

 
Table 1.Matlab Commands 

 
III. MATLAB TO MAPREDUCE 
 
In  this  section,  we  give  a  simple  method  to  
intergrate Matlab  code  to  MapReduce  code  and  
introduce  our method  from  the  following  three  
aspects:  (1)  translate single Matlab  command  to  
MapReduce  code;  (2) translate  multiple  Matlab  
independent  commands  to MapReduce  code;. 
 

 
Fig 2. Flow Chart of M2M 

[1]The  M2M  detects  these  commands  in  sequence  
and  executes  these  command  one  by  one. The  
automator accesses the MOLM and gets the 
corresponding Map code, Combine code, and Reduce 
code according to the key word, which  help  generate  
Java  class  in  Hadoop:  Map  class,  Combine  class,  
and  Reduce  class,  respectively. [3]The output 
generated in hadoop filesystem is then copied into 
local filesystem in order to view it from matlab. 
Before this, we briefly introduce the flow chart of 
M2M, as shown in Fig. 2. It consists of the following 
stages: 
 
The first stage is a lexical analyzer, used for token 
generation.  The scanner  begins  the  analysis  of the 
Matlab source code  by  reading  the  input,  character 
by character, and grouping characters into meaningful 
words  and symbols  (tokens)  defined  by String 
Tokenizers.  It retrieves the commands and the input 
file names and passes this as an argument to the code 
that automates hadoop. The hadoop  commands  that 
needs  to be executed are divided  into  three different  
processes.  These  processes include, copy From 
Local: copies the input file from  the local  file 
system  to  the hadoop distributed file system(HDFS), 
execution of hadoop jar file containing the  
corresponding mapreduce code, copyToLocal : copies 
the output generated from HDFS to local file system. 
 
A .Single command to MapReduce 
A  single  Matlab  command  is  easily  translated  to 
MapReduce  code.  For instance,  there  exists  a  
Matlab command min,  which  returns  the  least  
valued element along  different  dimensions  of  an  
array. The  M2M  extracts the command min through 
the hadoop parser in Fig. 2. The translator in Fig.  2  
assesses  the  MOLM  and  gets  the corresponding  
Map  code,Combine  code,  and  Reduce  code 
according  to  the key word  “min”,  which  accesses 
the Java class  in Hadoop:  Map  class,  Combine  
class,  and  Reduceclass, respectively. The Job 
Configuration of a single job for a single independent 
command is taken care by the run function. At last, 
by combining all generated key value pairs ,is  then  
sent  to  the  MinReducer  class  for  retrieving  least 
valued element from the user specified file. 
 
Here, the input file is ‘input.txt’,should be copied into 
HDFS before running the mapreduce code. 
Matlab Pseudo Code: 
min(input.txt); 
max(input.txt); 
mean(input.txt); 
Above commands returns the min , max and mean 
value of the given input file. 
Syntax: 
command_name(input_file_name); 
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B. Multiple independent commands to MapReduce A 
real application always contains multiple commands 
.In given  some  multiple  independent  
commands,M2M  only  translates to MapReduce 
codes and generates the Hadoop jobs  one  by  one,  
and  do  not care  about  the  relations between  jobs.  
MapReduce can  help  give  efficient  data parallelism  
applications .Here,  since  jobs  are  independent with  
each  other,  the characteristic  of  task  parallelism  is 
added  to  generate Hadoop  MapReduce  codes,  
which  can help accelerate the program. 
 
Matlab pseudo-code with multiple independent 
commands, where min, max, and mean are Matlab 
commands. The M2M detects these commands in 
sequence and executes these command one by one. 
For  any  one  command,  the  process  of  execution 
is similar  to  that  in  Section B. 
 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Shell Script Code(run.sh) 
#! /bin/sh 
read -p "Enter the required matlab file name:" fm 
./matlab -r ' edit /usr/local/hadoop/'$fm' '  
val=1 
cd /usr/local/hadoop 
ret=$(java m2xml $fm) 

echo $ret 
re=$(echo $ret |sed 's/.*\(..$\)/\1/') 
if [ $re -eq $val ]  
then 
./matlab -r 'cd /usr/local/hadoop' else  
echo "No Process executed" fi 
 

 
Fig 3. M2M sequence diagram 

 
From Fig 3, the user enters the required matlab file 
name, modifies the ‘.m’ file according to the 
requirements. The matlab  file  is  parsed  by  the  
hadoop  parser  to  return  the tokenized  commands  
and  corresponding  input  file  name.  
 
This  is  passed  as  an  argument  to  the  code  that  
can automate the execution of hadoop. HDFS fetches 
the required input file from LFS, processes it and  the  
output  is  then  returned  to  the  LFS  which  is 
accessed by Matlab. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We have created a M2M automator, which automates 
the execution of Matlab commands. M2M helps 
users’ process large files and retrieve the output using 
Matlab as the interface.  Moreover,  M2M  can  help  
Matlab  programmers easily  deploy  applications  on  
cloud  systems  without learning programming with 
MapReduce, and help proficient Hadoop  MapReduce  
programmers  greatly  reduce  coding time.  
*Assuming Hadoop is started and  namenode  is  not  
in safemode.  All the required files are available in 
/hadoop directory. 
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